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Moroccan Tea Glasses are creating sensation in kitchen accessory stores since their arrivals. Just a
look over these beautiful glasses set may change the traditional concept and practices of crockery
updates. These are not in designer class but these are more than that because of their unique hand
painted art.

Crockery update is an ever going process. These are essentials for any party and dining rooms. As
the welcome drinks are served in glasses, so these become the nice means to express your living
style statement. Gone are the days when glasses were considered less significant part of crockery
and serving utensils collections. Today these are considered important part of every kitchen and
dining hall shelf accessories. Arrival of Moroccan Tea Glasses has changed the meaning of
beautiful glasses. The ever increasing demand of these artistic glasses proves their growing
acceptance and liking in different communities.

Moroccan Tea Glasses come as set of six and four. A golden ring at the top of each glass has
become signature of this class. These are available in wide range of colors. Maroon, red, orange,
blue, green and yellow are much liked colors. As per Moroccan culture, tea color suggests its
strength. Darker the color means stronger the tea is. Lighter color of tea indicates light strength of
tea. Selection of color is done on the basis of tea to be served. To facilitate the art lovers who
always desire to impress the visitors with their art and decor sense, set of six Moroccan tea glasses
is available in mix colors. You can make a set of six glasses by clubbing the glasses of different
colors. Single piece is also available.

These are made of clear quality glass in round shape. The supreme quality of Moroccan tea glasses
allows to serve hot and cold both kinds of beverages. The outer surface is hand painted with
Moroccan art inspiration. The art lovers who are familiar with greatness of Moroccan art appreciate
your collection as well as your understanding of traditional art. The paints used are of premium
quality so their shining remains like that of new even after multiple washes. However some glasses
may not be dishwasher and microwave safe because of the metal particles in paint.

Each glass of this set measures about 3.5 high and 2 inches wide. The edges are smoothened for
safe and comfortable usage. Different themes are being used to paint these glasses but the style of
art remains Moroccan.  Whether it is festival time or special event time, upgrade your kitchen
accessory collection with Moroccan Tea Glasses; these are made especially for specials.
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